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PERFECT MASTER GIVES DIVINE KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE
What is the test of a Perfect Master? This Divine Knowledge! If this Knowledge gives
you peace, he who gave it to you is a Perfect Master. If It does not give you peace,
then he is not a Perfect Master.
Lords Ram and Krishna did NOT preach Hinduism. The Prophet Mohammed (PBHS)
did NOT preach Islam. Lord Buddha did NOT preach Buddhism. And Lord Christ did
NOT preach Christianity.
In fact they all preached the TRUE KNOWLEDGE of the Self. They preached Selfrealisation.
Those who were faithful to the teachings of the SELF became REALISED. They
became Perfect Masters and what is PERFECT cannot be divided.
Once the sun has risen, what further proof do we need of its existence? Do we need
instruments to prove that it has risen? Of course not! And it is the same with this
Knowledge. Once the KNOWLEDGE has been experienced we don't need further
proof because it is perfect and complete.
This Knowledge IS Heaven itself. Then where is the question of going to or finding
Heaven? Once you have arrived at your destination you don't still say, "I have to get to
my destination", do you?
Actually, this Heaven of perfection is within us. Only we HAVE NOT realised it. We
have to be made aware of it. How do we become aware of it? By REVEALED
EXPERIENCE!
You see, if you cannot believe in the SOURCE of Knowledge, how are you going to
believe in Knowledge?
First there has to be TRUST in the Source or Origin. Only then can you have trust in
the Knowledge.
If you don't care about it or don't concern yourself with it, or don't SEE it, or don't have
FAITH in it, or don't LOVE the Origin of Knowledge, or if you don't believe in HIM, how
are you going to believe in Knowledge? It can NOT work for you!
Our future is within our hearts. It is with the Perfect Master within, who will take you to
the most perfect place in the world.
This Knowledge gives you TRUTH. So what is higher than Divine Truth? With this
Knowledge you can experience the Universe within.
I am just a guide to guide YOU by Grace of Divine Power to that point of Truth. This
Divine Power speaks to you in a language you can understand.
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I am as you see me, an ordinary human being with the same two eyes, two ears, two
legs, two arms and all the faculties you have. I also work, eat, sleep, play and clothe
my human form -as you do.
The ONLY SLIGHT DIFFERENCE is that I have experienced this Knowledge. It is just
beautiful! It is fantastic! Actually it is BLISS.
I don't think there is a language with the power to describe the experience. So we TRY
to describe this perfect, this beautiful state in the best possible way we can: language,
poetry, and song.
KNOWLEDGE
So let us talk now of this Divine, this complete Knowledge. This Knowledge is so
perfect that with just one little spark of it, with just one glimpse of this light, you will
experience perfection.
And this Knowledge exists right here. It is here for the asking. But you have to have a
need for it. Only then can it have any meaning or purpose to it. You have to have a
need for something permanent in your life.
Look at the sun. Its light appears to come and go. Because it comes, it has to go.
Everywhere, and in every thing in this world there is a coming and going. Only
Knowledge is permanent, everlasting, ultimately satisfying.
To really understand this Knowledge first we have to learn it. Only then can
understanding be there.
Actually, mankind once knew but has forgotten this Knowledge and NOW is the
moment to re-learn and to understand it. But what is actually happening? We are
looking for that Truth, that Understanding, that Bliss, in materialism. We are looking for
it in the very place it is NOT.
Yes, we find what appears to us to be happiness or perfection and yet it does not have
a lasting effect. Why? Because all material things are perishable. Even this body will
perish one day.
So how are we going to find this Power called God or Perfection or Bliss?
We have to know something that will never perish. And what is it? It is this HOLY
KNOWLEDGE of something perfect. It is this Holy Word. It is this Divine Light. It is this
Nectar. It is this beautiful Music or Vibration that is inside you, somewhere within.
I want to assure you here and now that this Knowledge will not take you away from
whatever religion you have been following. There are some who are afraid that their
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religion will be changed, that they will be converted to some other religion.
My advice is that if this Knowledge or experience changes your religion, then don't
keep this Knowledge; don't entertain or practice it.
I am talking about a Knowledge that is ultimate; a Knowledge that is infinite; that IS
always there, that will always be absolutely perfect.
I say to you that, for everlasting peace, REALISE this Knowledge. It exists within you to
remove all doubts in your mind, to enable you to enjoy real peace and harmony.
This beautiful experience is always WITH you. You have to realise its existence and
THEN BE within with it.
It is like a seed. You plant it and allow it to grow; then you enjoy the harvest of Truth,
Consciousness and Divine Bliss.
You see, only if you work for It will you get It. It is not like ordering anything by mail, or
something you can purchase in a supermarket. You cannot get It by doing nothing. You
have to ACT. You have to be with It.
The most wonderful thing is that it matters not WHERE you are or WHO you are, or
WHAT your occupation. As long as you are ALIVE this Knowledge is within you. It is
with us all the time.
In fact this Knowledge IS THE PATH and also the DESTINATION.
YOU are capable of this Divine realisation. This Divine Realisation is within your hearts.
Looking INSIDE is the Knowledge: the method.
The Knowledge is a very subtle vibration and everything you see, touch, smell, taste,
exists because of that vibration.
One of the questions asked is "Why did God create evil?". Truly I say to you that, if this
God I am talking about really did create evil, then surely He has provided the means to
destroy it so that we may enjoy Truth, Consciousness and Bliss.
HOLY NAME
The Holy Name or HOLY WORD, which is known as Paaknam by the Moslems and as
Sat Naam by the Hindus, is within you. All you have to do is to be with it at all times. It
is a very beautiful experience.
DIVINE LIGHT
There is also a most Divine Light, known as Noor Allah by the Moslems, as Para
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Prakesh by the Hindus and as the Holy Light by the Christians.
In fact this Light is so bright, so bright, you cannot compare it with the light of the sun
that you see every day.
This Light is so perfect that you cannot find the right or exact words to describe It.
DIVINE MUSIC
There is a music that is playing within you. Truly God, our Creator, plays that music.
When you meditate on that vibration you will not want to move away from it. It is just
too fantastic. It is just too beautiful.
It is known as Graavi Awaaz by the Moslems and as Naad Brahma by the Hindus.
NECTAR
And there is this most precious Nectar within us, known as Holy Water by the
Christians, as Aabe Hayat by the Moslems and as Amrit by the Hindus.
You want a drink of it? It is just too beautiful; better in fact than any drink you can get in
a pub, or bar, or bottle store.
You drink this Nectar and it sends you high in the most perfect way you have ever
known.
STRUGGLE FOR KNOWLEDGE
Truly it is worth the effort to struggle for this Knowledge, because this Knowledge is
God; and God is Love, God is Light, God is Pure, God is Truth. God is Infinite
Knowledge.
People ask, "Where is God? Show me and I will believe." Well, this is like saying to
someone "You first show me pain and then I will believe that you have pain".
You see, God is Bliss; but how can you see Bliss? How can you show someone Bliss?
You can only experience this Bliss.
In the same way you cannot see God WITHOUT unless you first see Him or
experience Him WITHIN.
God is the energy within, energy that cannot be destroyed. He is energy which is
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everywhere. It is the same energy that sustains the planets and galaxies and moves
them in their orbits.
It is the same energy that moves YOU, the same energy that is infinite and yet in the
smallest of small particle: the atom.
God is the light in every cell of your body and we have to realise this in a practical way,
not in theory only, because we rely too much on theory and too little on practice.
We have to BE with it. We have to BE with the Source, our Origin, the Origin that has
no end or beginning or middle. It is a power that's just there. It's always there.
You see, there has to be love for this Knowledge. There has to devotion to it. And,
really, Love is the essence.
This Knowledge adds unto you Truth, Consciousness and Bliss. With it, you can be
truly happy in a perfect way.
Love is the vibration which communicates with everything. It is the most perfect
communication link you have. Don't ignore it!
It vibrates and echoes with such a glow and always comes back to you ready to serve
you at any time.
This Knowledge comes only through His Grace. It is that Grace which saves you by
taking you from darkness into light, from ignorance into perfect understanding, from the
finite into infinity, from the temporary to the permanent -the everlasting.
So don't stop meditating. We exist (in this body) because of His Grace.
EXPERIENCE
The only way you can thank your Creator is by serving Him, by being with Him, by
meditation, by realising Him, by always being aware of Him. And His presence can
only be experienced through this Knowledge.
For example, if you are thirsty what use is it to you to imagine water, or to keep looking
at a picture of a glass of water? Will that quench your thirst? Certainly not!
People are looking at a mirage of happiness and when they get to that mirage it
disappears - gone is their happiness because it was never there in the first place.
The Truth is such that no matter how far you see or think or imagine with your normal
senses, you cannot get to your destination (Oneness). Why? Because your senses are
temporary. They are not perfect, so how can you reach the perfect destination with
imperfect senses?
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It is not possible to do so. We have to go beyond the senses and experience the
supernal directly. That is why this Knowledge is both the path and the destination.
Once you have had this direct experience through the Grace of the Master, you don't
have to go any further. You are there.
All the scriptures of the world have spoken of this Knowledge. They were written by
those who had experienced the Truth after it had been revealed to them by the
Messengers of God.
Every one of these Messengers, Saints, Prophets had to come in human form to live
among the people, to reveal the Knowledge in a practical way.
The people served those Masters with respect and honoured them for what they had
revealed. And those Masters revealed the Truth out of Infinite Mercy, Love and Grace,
to all those worthy of this Knowledge.
So many devotional songs or bhajans have been expressed by the very people who
have experienced this Joy, this Bliss, this Divine and beautiful place.
Mankind, in his ignorance, truly cannot recognise the fact that his body lives in space,
that his mind lives in time and that his soul lives in infinite energy -in the infinite Self.
MEDITATION
Only by meditation are you able to cross the limits of space and time in which all
humans exist. Once you cross those limits you will find that you are THAT ENERGY THE REAL YOU.
All you have to do is meditate on this supreme Knowledge. Just be there within
yourself; and truly you will experience everything automatically.
So all I can say is: meditate, meditate and keep on meditating; and see how you grow
spiritually. It is really beautiful. It is fantastic INNER PEACE.
Become It. Be there all the time, right there with it. All we have to do is get into it.
So enjoy this Peace. Enjoy this Light. Enjoy this Vibration and Music. Enjoy this Holy
Name. And enjoy the Nectar. Let it all happen. It is for you, ALWAYS.

